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A Necrons novellaA rebellion deep in the Ghoul Stars spells danger for Nemesor Zahndrekh and
his tireless bodyguard, Vargard Obyron. With uneasy allies beside them and the ghosts of the
past at their heels, the ancient necrons must unravel a mystery that could spell their
doom.READ IT BECAUSEGet an insight into the personalities of some key necron characters,
and see what (un)life is like for the ancient warriors, reawakened in a galaxy that is no longer
theirs.THE STORYFew amongst the hierarchies of the Nemesors are as lauded for their military
strategy as Zahndrekh. A near peerless tactician, his battlefield acumen has won countless wars
for the Necrons of the Sautekh Dynasty. His dauntless shadow is the Vargard Obyron, both
tireless protector and eternal companion to the Nemesor.But when the ghosts of Zahndrekh’s
muddled past return to haunt him and he and Obyron are sent to quell a rebellion in the Ghoul
Stars, their bond and Zahndrekh’s already fragile sanity is put to the test. Given this mission by
the mighty Stormlord himself, Phaeron of the Sautekh, Zhandrekh and Obyron have little choice
but to ally with an old acquaintance, a fellow Nemesor called Setekh. Their forces combined,
they head for Doahht, a world which harbours both horror and hope in equal measure. What
lurks in the darkness beneath the earth of Doahht and what purpose does Setekh have above
his ostensible service to the Sautekh Dynasty?Written by Nate Crowley

Praise for the Seafort Saga“Heinlein meets Van Vogt on the reefs of space.” —Christopher
Rowley, author of the Vang series “A splendid homage to the grand tradition of the old seafarer’s
tale. You will be swept up in the adventures of Nicholas Seafort.” —Roger MacBride Allen, author
of The Ring of Charon Praise for Midshipman’s Hope“[Midshipman’s Hope] is a delightful book,
intelligent and carefully written.” —The Washington Post Book World “An excellent job of
transferring Hornblower to interstellar space. A thoroughly enjoyable read.” —David DrakeAbout
the AuthorDavid Feintuch (1944–2006) was the author of the award-winning military science
fiction Seafort Saga series, which spans Midshipman’s Hope, Challenger’s Hope, Prisoner’s
Hope, Fisherman’s Hope, Voices of Hope, Patriarch’s Hope, and Children of Hope. Feintuch
came to writing late, previously having worked as a lawyer and antiques dealer. In 1996, at the
age of fifty, he won the John W. Campbell Award for Best New Writer from the World Science
Fiction Society. He later expanded into the fantasy genre with his Rodrigo of Caledon series,
including The Still and The King.
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40,000OneTwoThreeFourFiveSixSevenEightNineAbout the AuthorAn Extract from ‘Lords and
Tyrants’A Black Library PublicationIt is the 41st millennium. For more than a hundred centuries
the Emperor has sat immobile on the Golden Throne of Earth. He is the Master of Mankind by
the will of the gods, and master of a million worlds by the might of His inexhaustible armies. He is
a rotting carcass writhing invisibly with power from the Dark Age of Technology. He is the Carrion
Lord of the Imperium for whom a thousand souls are sacrificed every day, so that He may never
truly die.Yet even in His deathless state, the Emperor continues His eternal vigilance. Mighty
battlefleets cross the daemon-infested miasma of the warp, the only route between distant stars,
their way lit by the Astronomican, the psychic manifestation of the Emperor’s will. Vast armies
give battle in His name on uncounted worlds. Greatest amongst His soldiers are the Adeptus
Astartes, the Space Marines, bio-engineered super-warriors. Their comrades in arms are legion:
the Astra Militarum and countless planetary defence forces, the ever-vigilant Inquisition and the
tech-priests of the Adeptus Mechanicus to name only a few. But for all their multitudes, they are
barely enough to hold off the ever-present threat from aliens, heretics, mutants – and worse.To
be a man in such times is to be one amongst untold billions. It is to live in the cruellest and most
bloody regime imaginable. These are the tales of those times. Forget the power of technology
and science, for so much has been forgotten, never to be re-learned. Forget the promise of
progress and understanding, for in the grim dark future there is only war. There is no peace
amongst the stars, only an eternity of carnage and slaughter, and the laughter of thirsting
gods.Come, let me tell you the woes of the soldier, and how many are his superiors: the general,
the troop-commander, the officer who leads, the standard-bearer, the lieutenant, the scribe, the
commander of fifty, and the garrison-captain. He is awakened at any hour. He toils until the disc
of the sun sets in his darkness of night. He is hungry, his belly hurts; he is dead while yet alive.–
Fragmentary text from the archive of the Logos Historica Verita, attributed to Wenemdiamun,
Scribe of Ancient Gyptus on Terra.One‘Remember Yama, old friend?’ said the nemesor, with a
wistful sigh. ‘Those blasted swamps… eating bugs… wading through filth… but we made what
we could of things, eh? Messy as it was, I sometimes think we were our best selves back
then.’Vargard Obyron grunted: the barest reply, like the grating of shifted stone. Stars had lived
and died in the time since he had bothered to verbally acknowledge his master’s
reminiscing.‘Too many think war to be a matter of will,’ Zahndrekh continued, gesturing at the fire-
streaked sky beyond the capital barge, as if addressing a crowd only he could see. He might
have been, for all Obyron knew.‘And indeed, Yama was a battle of wills, was it not? Ours, and
that of the separatists… a great contest to see who could stick it out for longest.’ The nemesor
sighed again, although no breath moved from his body. ‘But will alone does not make a warrior,
Obyron! We could have seized Yama in days, had we fought dirty – and the enemy could have



held it for years, had they not conceded when honour demanded. But then, who would any of us
have been afterwards, eh? Will without honour is nothing, I’m afraid. And I’m beginning to
wonder if our current foe, clinging senselessly to the threshold of defeat as they are, has
forgotten that spirit of honour.’It went on and on. Obyron’s eyes could not close, but he dulled his
oculars and his auditory transducers for a moment, in what passed for brief respite. With the
nemesor just an indistinct blur, and his voice reduced to a muted drone, it was almost as if they
were back on Yama, when these same interminable sermons had seemed fresh and inspiring.
For that short moment, Obyron felt a glimmer of what might have been longing, but was probably
just sadness. No matter. To feel anything, these days, was bliss.But then a bloom of fire in the
middle distance snapped his senses back to perfection, and the feeling was snatched away.
They were, after all, a long way from Yama now.An enemy bulk lifter, lumbering to reinforce the
front line, was dying. Hammered by the Sautekh guns, its primitive shields had collapsed all
along one side, exposing its fragile hull for a fraction of a second. That was all it took. Turning at
speeds that would have collapsed the innards of a mortal pilot, a trio of Night Scythes broke off
from their attack run on the enemy guns, locked into a new formation, and screamed towards the
stricken lifter. The crescent-shaped fighter craft fell into a tight spiral as their guns charged,
leaving a triple helix of superheated exhaust in their wake, then spat their lightning at point-blank
range. The shots set off a chain of explosions down the giant vessel’s flank, and it listed to one
side with a thunderous groan.‘Ha!’ cried Zahndrekh, rising from his command throne. ‘A fine
blow struck! A cheer for our pilots!’ There was no answer. The retinue of lychguard on the capital
barge just stared ahead, death’s-head faceplates flickering with reflected fire, as their nemesor
rambled on. And below them, labouring across the plain in a tide one million strong, the soldiery
marched. Skeletal figures plated in lustreless silver, their oculars aglow with dull green fire, they
did not so much as raise their heads as the leviathan ruptured.This was, Obyron supposed, what
passed for glory now. After three years of campaigning, they were on the brink of seizing this
system from its usurpers, and adding another star to the domain of the Stormlord. The enemy –
the deranged human machine cult calling themselves the Adeptus Mechanicus – had put up a
ferocious defence, but had finally been beaten to their knees. The nemesor’s legions were now
just fifteen leagues from their primary forge, and while the advance had stalled on this plain for
days, victory was inevitable. Under Zahndrekh’s orders – regardless of the depth of the madness
from which they rose – it always was.Obyron surveyed the sprawling plain below them, making a
mental inventory of what they had left to destroy. There wasn’t much. He might not have had
Zahndrekh’s eye for the flow of a battlefield, but he certainly knew the edge of defeat when he
saw it.Most of the machine cult’s credible assets were gone by now. On the horizon behind them
stood a line of wrecks: a trio of the superheavy walkers the humans called Knights, which had
strode proudly from the forge gates to meet the invaders, only to have their engines cooked off at
range by the nemesor’s artillery. They hadn’t even got close enough to fire a shot of their own,
and now their ruins were surrounded by the oncoming Sautekh reinforcements, like islands in a
river of molten lead.What war engines the enemy still possessed were clustered together on a



distant ridge, a desperate rabble of ancient guns, coughing out the last of their shells under
columns of smoke. Under constant assault from Night Scythes, their crackling shields were
shrinking by the minute, popping one by one as their generators gave up. It was only a matter of
time before they failed entirely, leaving the lumbering cannons next to helpless.But still, the
Mechanicus had not given up. Indeed, they were still forging weapons for the fight. Behind the
teeming trenches of the enemy infantry, a steel river of their own stretched all the way to the
forge-city’s ferrocrete walls: four-legged walkers, hulls still steaming from the assembly line,
marching straight from the foundry into carnage. The doomed endeavour was admirable in its
way – almost a crude imitation of their own ability to recall troops for redeployment. But doomed
it was, as it would never be enough to replace losses.With so little left in the field, the last dregs
of the humans’ armoury – all the exotic relics – were now being ferried to the front by transports
like the one now slowly collapsing from the sky. A huge tracked thing, almost as large as the lifter
that had carried it, had been flown in the previous day – but it had immediately broken down, and
been pounded into slag by a bombing run, even as its crew had swarmed over its flanks waving
censers.Since then, not a single lifter had made it within a league of the front without being
downed, as the enemy no longer had any combat aircraft with which to contest Sautekh air
superiority. The craft now foundering – presumably their last, as it was their largest – had only got
as far as it had by virtue of its sheer size.In the end, for all their pathetic toys, and their obsession
with machines, the humans were forced to rely on flesh. Virtually all that stood between them
and the capital now were the toiling legions of the Mechanicus’ skitarii, their red robes blackened
to the colour of bruises under this world’s fierce blue sunlight. Their weapons sparked and
burned their bearers, and their bodies were riddled with radiation damage, either from the
miserable world itself, or from their own cantankerous technology. Why, Obyron wondered,
would they seek to become one with machinery, when this is what it did to them? Catching the
irony of his own thoughts, Obyron grunted in an approximation of a grim laugh. Yes: the humans
ought to be careful what they wished for.Despite all the warped symmetries between the cultists
and their conquerors, however, the humans were worse than Zahndrekh’s forces at absolutely
everything – except perishing. They were, at least, quite good at that.There was always room for
surprises, however. A shift in the tone of the dying lifter’s engines triggered the vargard’s
circumspection protocols, and he found his hand moving to his warscythe as he realised what
the humans were doing. Zahndrekh was already ahead of him.‘Blood and starfire!’ bellowed the
nemesor, thrusting his staff towards the vessel. ‘The dogs are steaming ahead!’ And sure
enough, they were. Rather than attempting a controlled landing as it fell from the sky, the bulk
lifter was picking up speed, plunging forwards with all power driven to its crude engines. On its
current heading, it would strike the heart of the Sautekh lines right beneath the nemesor’s barge.
It was a very… human stratagem.Obyron ran a rapid divination on likely debris trajectories, but
found no threat the barge’s shields could not handle. Still, the impact would likely wipe out most
of the thirteenth decurion, and necessitate hours of close-quarters fighting with whatever troops
survived the crash. As the lifter’s prow dipped towards the trudging horde – who still did not even



raise their heads – Obyron readied his blade.For long minutes after the impact, all was dust and
smoke and thunder. Zahndrekh was an indistinct figure in the cloud, raging at the foe’s
impropriety in between bouts of coughing and spluttering. Obyron’s curiosity had long since died
on the matter of his lord’s respiratory affectations, but he still found them tremendously
irritating.Right now, though, his mind was on other things. Down below, in the ruined ground
surrounding the lifter’s carcass, there were new shapes moving in the smoke. Huge, bulbous
constructs, they waded from a ragged hole in the transport’s side, bleating out the weird, strident
code-songs of their masters. Although armed crudely with solid munitions, they were making
quick work of the first phalanxes to move into the impact zone. Zahndrekh barked in frustration,
wafting dust from his oculars despite their capacity to see in a thousand arcane spectra.‘Obyron,
old fellow, your eyes are sharper than mine – tell me, what’s that blasted racket? What do you
see down there?’‘The engines they call robots, my nemesor,’ replied Obyron. ‘We faced them
before, on the fifth world of the system.’‘Robots? Pah!’ spat Nemesor Zahndrekh in disgust. ‘How
unsporting, to field soulless machines against necrontyr!’Of course, Zahndrekh himself – as well
as Obyron, and every one of the soldiers below – was a soulless machine. They had been so
long enough to see mountains worn to sand. But the nemesor either could not – or would not –
see it. Once again, the vargard weighed the urge to correct his master against the certain
knowledge he would be ignored, and decided against it. And once again, he looked for the
opportunity to channel his frustration through his blade.‘Shall I translate down and see to them,
lord?’ asked Obyron, using the tone he reserved for those moments when he wished to gently
prompt an order from his master. But Zahndrekh gave a dry, grating chuckle, and held out a palm
to stay him.
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Dani, “And the mystery continues!. Necrons are quite a tricky thing to tackle aren't they? Too
robotic and they are just carbon copies of the Terminator, too busy with the past and they are just
Tomb Kings IN SPAAAACE. The Nemesor (I won't spell his name) is quite a quirky fellow! A
stark contrast to his Varguard and quite different from most races in the galaxy. His last little
speech is a delightful twist that nakes of wonder if he actually knows, or if he's playing Obryon
like a toy. And just like in The Terminator 2, we see a machine learning the value of loyalty and
love, so maybe Humans can too!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Heartwarming and beautiful…maybe Necrons have souls after all.. I’m a
die-hard Necrons fan. I love anything that has to do with them, so naturally I’d have bought this
book.And what a read it was.Vargard Obyron made me think this was a book about a human
faction, not Necrons. He and Zahndrekh are two of the best Necron characters in all of the
literature, save for Trollzyn the Infinite and Orikan the Diviner.”

ha nguyen, “Great book about Necron. This is a very good story highly recommended, Necron is
very cool. Obyron is awesome so is Zahndrekh. Need more non IOM novel”

Christian Dauz, “Perfect combination of quick action, interesting dialogue and quirky comedy.
Interesting look at the dynamic duo and their interactions which each other. This novella makes
them two of the most interesting characters in Warhammer 40k”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Entertaining. Nice to give this faction a little character development.”

Dutch, “My first 40K read, tons of fun. For a guy whose interest in 40K is mostly memes, I was
very impressed with how good this book was. Jeeves and Wooster but as undying Egyptian
terminators. Total blast.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Extremely well written and expanded the lore.. Extremely well written and
expanded the lore.”

MasterVox, “Charming Metal Skeletons. An excellent novella, giving a deep look at the Necrons
and their sad, cursed (and often darkly humorous) existence. Has a great Jeeves and Wooster
quality to the dialogue, and the description of Necrons’ mental abilities is really fun.”

mk89, “Well worth a read.. Good piece of necron narrative explores some interesting themes we
don't normally see in codex and in game law. Two well flushed our main characters with a nice
suprise ending/revelation for obryn and the nemesor. If necrons are going to be heading up 9th
starter be an interesting addition.”



Joel Cassin, “Necrons. Punchy novel telling a story from the necron perspective.”

Ian Fletcher, “Pure 40k Nate. Honestly don't think anyone except Nate Crowley could have
written this. Mad evil space robots who you'd like to be friends with.”

The book by Nate Crowley has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 73 people have provided feedback.
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